Editor's Choice - Fluid-Structure Interaction Simulations of Aortic Dissection with Bench Validation.
The blood flow and stresses in the flap in aortic dissections are not well understood. Validated fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations of the interactions between the blood flow and the flap will provide insight into the dynamics of aortic dissections and may lead to developments of novel therapeutic approaches. A coupled, two-way blood flow and flap wall computational model was developed. The Arbitrary Lagrange-Eulerian method was used, which allowed the fluid mesh to deform. Inflow velocity waveforms from a pulse duplicator system were used in the simulations. The velocities for true lumen (TL) and false lumen (FL) were not significantly different between bench and simulation. The dynamics of the TL % cross-sectional area (CSA) during the cycle was similar between the bench and computational simulations, with the TL %CSA being most reduced near peak systole of the cycle. The experimental distal measurements had significantly lower velocities, likely due to the spatially heterogeneous flow distally. The conservation of mass and validity of simulations were confirmed. Additionally, regions of stress concentrations were found on the flap leading edge, towards the corners, and through the entire vessel wall. The pressure gradient across the FL results in a net force on the flap. The FSI flow velocities in the TL and the FL as well as the dynamics of the CSA during the cardiac cycle were validated by bench experiments. The validated FSI model may provide insights into aortic dissection including the stresses on the dissection flap and related flow disturbance, which may be subdued by novel therapeutic approaches. Simulations of more realistic human aortic dissections and the effects of current therapeutic approaches such as stent-graft can be developed in the future using the validated computational platform provided in the present study.